Abstract. In this paper, we find a class of division quaternion algebras over the field Q (i) and a class of division symbol algebras over a cyclotomic field.
15], [Sa, Fl, Ci; 09] and [Sa; 14] ; [Fl, Sa; 14] in which the authors found some interesting examples of quaternion division algebras , respectively quaternion algebras and symbol algebras which split. In this paper, using some of these results and some properties of cyclotomic fields and p− adic fields, we find a class of division quaternion algebras over the field Q (i) (see Theorem 3.1) and a class of division symbol algebras over a cyclotomic field (see Theorem 3.2).
Introduction
In the following, we assume that K is a commutative field and A is a finite dimensional algebra over K. If A is a central simple K− algebra, then the dimension n of A over K is a square. The positive integer d = √ n is called the degree of the algebra. We recall some definitions and properties of the theory of associative algebras, cyclotomic fields and p− adic fields, which will be used in our paper.
Definition 2.1. Let A = 0 be an algebra over the field K. If the equations ax = b, ya = b, ∀a, b ∈ A, a = 0, have unique solutions, then the algebra A is called a division algebra. If A is a finite-dimensional algebra, then A is a division algebra if and only if A is without zero divisors (x = 0, y = 0 ⇒ xy = 0). Definition 2.2. Let K ⊂ L be a fields extension and let A be a central simple algebra over the field K. We recall that: i) A is called split by K if A is isomorphic with a matrix algebra over K. ii) A is called split by L and L is called a splitting field for A if A ⊗ K L is a matrix algebra over L.
We will denote by H K (α, β) the generalized quaternion algebra over the field K,the algebra of the elements of the form a = a 1 · 1 + a 2 e 2 + a 3 e 3 + a 4 e 4 , where a i ∈ K, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the elements of the basis {1, e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } satisfy the following multiplication table:
· 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 1 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 2 e 2 −α e 4 −αe 3 e 3 e 3 −e 4 −β βe 2 e 4 e 4 αe 3 −βe 2 −αβ We denote by n (a) the norm of a generalized quaternion a. This norm has the following expression n (a) = a .This algebra is a division algebra if and only if for x ∈ H K (α, β) we have n (x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. Otherwise, the algebra H K (α, β) is called a split algebra. In the books [Lam; 04] , [Pi; 82] , [Gi, Sz; 06] appear the following criterions to decide if a quaternion algebra or a symbol algebra is split. [Gi, Sz; 06] ) Let K be a field such that ζ ∈ K, ζ n = 1, ζ is a primitive root, and let α, β ∈ K * . Then the following statements are equivalent:
ii) The element β is a norm from the extension 
Division quaternion algebras and symbol algebras, over a quadratic field or over a cyclotomic field
It is known that a quaternion algebra or a symbol algebra of degree p is either split or a division algebra (see [Lam; 04] , [Led; 05] ).
In the papers [Fl, Sa; 15] , [Sa, Fl, Ci; 09], we found some examples of split quaternion and symbol algebras over a quadratic field or over a cyclotomic field. We obtained the following results: Let ǫ be a primitive root of order 3 of the unity and Q (ǫ) be the cyclotomic field. In the paper [Fl, Sa; 15] using the computer algebra system MAGMA, we obtained that the symbol algebras
are split algebras and the class number of the Kummer field Q ǫ, 3 √ 7 is 3. Moreover, in the paper [Fl, Sa; 15] , we found a class of split symbol algebras, over a cyclotomic field. Proposition 3.3. ( [Fl, Sa; 15] ) Let q be an odd prime positive integer and ξ be a primitive root of order q of unity and let K = Q (ξ) be the cyclotomic field. Let α ∈ K * , p be a prime rational integer, p = 3 and let
be the Kummer field such that α is a q power residue modulo p. Let h L be the class number of L. Then, the symbol algebras
are split.
In this paper we find a class of quaternion division algebras or division symbol algebras over a p-adic field, over a quadratic field or over a cyclotomic field.
We consider the quadratic field Q (i) (i 2 = −1) and the cyclotomic field Q (ǫ) , where ǫ is a primitive root of order 3 of the unity . Using the computer algebra system MAGMA, we obtain: A < a, b, c >:= QuaternionAlgebra< RationalField() |10, 29 >; a 2 ; b 2 ; a * b; Q :=Rationals(); Z:=RingOfIntegers(Q); Z; E :=QuadraticField(−1); a :=RootOfUnity(2); a; Et < t >:=PolynomialRing(E); E; f := t 2 − 10; K < b >:=NumberField(f); K; b 2 ; NormEquation(K, 29); evaluate 10; 29; c; Integer Ring; −1 Quadratic Field with defining polynomial .1 2 + 1 over the Rational Field Number Field with defining polynomial t 2 − 10 over E 10; −1; false respective Q :=Rationals(); E :=CyclotomicField(3); a :=RootOfUnity(3); a; Et < t >:=PolynomialRing(E); E; f := t 3 − 7; K < b >:=NumberField(f ); K; b 3 ;; NormEquation(K, 29); NormEquation(K, 43);NormEquation(K, 13); NormEquation(K, 19); evaluate zeta 3 ; Cyclotomic Field of order 3 and degree 2 Number Field with defining polynomial t 3 − 7 overE; 7 true[(−zeta 3 − 1) * b 2 + (−2 * zeta 3 − 2) * b − 2 * zeta 3 − 2] false; false; false Therefore, 10 is not a quadratic residue modulo 29, 29 ≡ 1 (mod 4)and 29 is not a norm from the extension Q (i) ⊆ Q i, √ 10 . Using similar calculations in Magma we obtain that 15 is not a quadratic residue modulo 29, 29 is not a norm from the extension Q (i) ⊆ Q i, √ 15 and 5 is a quadratic residue modulo 29, 29 is a norm from the extension Q (i) ⊆ Q i, √ 15 . So, applying Proposition 2.1 it results that the quaternion algebras H Q(i) (10, 29) H Q(i) (15, 29) are division algebras and the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (5, 29) is a split algebra. From the second example shown in Magma, it results that 29 is a norm from the extension Q (ǫ) ⊆ Q ǫ, are division algebras. We remark that 29 ≡ 2 (mod 3), but 43; 13; 19 ≡ 1 (mod 3). Let ω be a primitive root of order 5 of the unity and let the cyclotomic field Q (ω). Similarly with previous examples, using the computer algebra system MAGMA, we obtain that the symbol algebra are division symbol algebras. We remark that 37 ≡ 2 (mod 5), but 11; 31 ≡ 1 (mod 5).
Considering these things, we obtain the following results. In these results we use the notations: (·, ·) p for the Hilbert symbol in the p− adic field Q p , Proof. Since α is not a quadratic residue modulo p, it results that α / ∈ F * p 2 . Therefore, F p ( √ α) /F p is a cyclic extension of degree 2. From
Hensel 's lemma ([1]), we know that the p− adic field Q p contains the roots of order p − 1 of the unity. Since p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we have that i∈Q p , therefore Q (i) ⊂ Q p . We consider the quaternion algebra
We consider the equation αx 2 + py 2 = z 2 . We calculate the Hilbert symbol in Q p : (α, p) p . Since α is not a quadratic residue modulo p, it results that p does not divide α. Therefore (α, p) p = α p = −1. This implies that the equation αx 2 + py 2 = z 2 does not have solutions in p-adic field Q p . Applying Proposition 2.2, it results that H Qp (α, p) is not split, therefore H Qp (α, p) is a division algebra. This implies that H Q(i) (α, p) is a division algebra.
A question which appears in the following is: what happens with the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (α, p) when α is a quadratic residue modulo p. Using Theorem 2.5, the decomposition of a prime integer in the ring of integers of a biquadratic field (see [Mar; 95] ) and a reasoning similar to that which we used in the proof of Proposition 3.3 (see [Fl, Sa; 15] ) we obtain: Proposition 3.4.Let α∈ {±2, ±3, ±5, ±7, ±11, ±13, ±19, ±37, ±43, ±67, ±163} and let p be an odd prime positive integer such that α is a quadratic residue modulo p and let the quadratic field Q (i) (i 2 = −1). Then the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (α, p) is a split algebra.
Proof. Our first remark is the fact that for every α from the set {±2, ±3, ±5, ±7, ±11, ±13, ±19, ±37, ±43, ±67, ±163} there exists an odd prime positive integer α such that α is quadratic residue modulo p. Let O K the ring of integers of the biquadratic field K = Q (i, 
where p 1 , p 2 are prime elements from Z [i] . Since α is quadratic residue modulo p, it results that α is quadratic residue modulo p 1 , p 2 . So, we obtain the following decomposition of the ideal pO K :
where P i1 and P i2 , i = 1, 2 are prime, principal conjugate ideals from the ring O K . It results that p = N K/Q(i) (P 11 ) . But P 11 is a principal ideal, therefore, there exists a ∈ K such that p = N K/Q(i) (a) . Applying Proposition 2.1 it results that the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (α, p) is a split algebra. Case 2: if p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we know that p is inert in the ring Z [i] and having in view that α is quadratic residue modulo p, we obtain that pO K = P 1 P 2 , where P i and P i , i = 1, 2 are prime, principal conjugate ideals from the ring O K . Similarly with the case 1, we obtain that the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (α, p) is a split algebra.
In the case when p ′ is a prime positive integer, p ′ ≡ 1 (mod 4) and α is an integer which is a quadratic residue modulo p ′ we obtain the following result:
Proposition 3.5. Let p ′ be a prime positive integer such that p ′ ≡ 1 (mod 4) and let the quadratic field Q (i) (i 2 = −1). Let α be an integer such that α is a quadratic residue modulo p ′ . Then the quaternion algebra
Proof. We prove that the equation αx 2 + p ′ y 2 = z 2 has solutions over Q (i) . For this we determine the ramified primes in the quaternion algebra H Q(i) α, p ′ . It is known that a such prime p divides 2αp
We calculate the Hasse invariant: ǫ
where r is an odd natural number, q j , j = 1, r are odd prime integers and β j ∈N * , for j = 1, r. Let p∈{q 1 , q 2 , ..., q r } . It results that p ≡ 3 (mod 4) or p ≡ 1 (mod 4). If p ≡ 3 (mod 4), it results that p remain prime in the ring Z [i] . Using the properties of the Hasse invariant we obtain:
Taking into account (3.1) we obtain: Spec(Z [i] ). Analogously to the previous considerations, we obtain the Hasse invariant ǫ
Case 2: if 2|α. We know 2 = −i (1 + i)
Considering the results obtained in case 1 and that
From the previously proved, applying Minkovski-Hasse theorem we get that the equation αx 2 +p ′ y 2 = z 2 has solutions over Q (i) , so applying Proposition 2.2 it results that the H Q(i) α, p ′ is a split algebra.
We asked ourselves if the quaternion algebras from the statement of Proposition 3.5 split over Q. When a F -quaternion algebra splits over a quadratic field F ( √ w) , in the paper [Ri, Lam; 74] are given sufficient conditions for that the F -quaternion algebra splits over F. But this conditions are given only when w is totally positive; this is not our situation (when
When α is also prime, in [Al, Ba; 04] is realized a classification of quaternion algebras H Q α, p ′ (in split algebras, respectively division algebras ) after congruences satisfied by into α and p ′ . Making some computation in Magma we obtain that the answer at our question is negative. For example, if α = 33 p = 29, we have that 29 ≡ 1 (mod 4) and 33 is a quadratic residue modulo 29. Using Magma we obtain that the discriminant (in fact the generator of this discriminant) of the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (33, 29) is 1, so the algebra H Q(i) (33, 29) splits, but the discriminant of the quaternion algebra H Q (33, 29) is 33, so the H Q (33, 29) is a division algebra. All ramified primes in the algebra H Q (33, 29) are 3 and 11 and we remark that 3 and 11 are not quadratic residues modulo 29. In another example: if α = 35, p = 29 we obtain that the quaternion algebra H Q(i) (35, 29) splits, also the quaternion algebra H Q (35, 29) splits; 35 is a quadratic residue modulo 29 and 5; 7 are also quadratic residues modulo 29. Considering these things, we get the following result. Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.5. . The only difference is when instead of the relation (3.1) from the proof of Proposition 3.5 appears the following situation (using the properties of the Hilbert algebras or division symbol algebras over a p-adic field, over a quadratic field or over a cyclotomic field.
Using the computer algebra system MAGMA over the quadratic field Q (i) (i 2 = −1) and the cyclotomic field Q (ǫ) , where ǫ is a primitive root of order 3 of the unity, we obtain very good examples which allowed us to find conditions in the Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.4, Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.2.
